In this work we analyze the dynamical behavior of the collision between two clouds of fermionic atoms with opposite spin polarization. By means of the time-evolving block decimation (TEBD) numerical method, we simulate the collision of two one-dimensional clouds in a lattice. There is a symmetry in the collision behaviour between the attractive and repulsive interactions. We analyze the pair formation dynamics in the collision region, providing a quantitative analysis of the pair formation mechanism in terms of a simple two-site model.
Introduction
In recent years, ultracold gases have become an unparalleled tool for simulating condensed matter systems [1] and to explore the properties of paradigmatic condensed matter models. Ultracold gases allow an unprecedented tunability of the system parameters and dimensionality.
For instance, the experimental realization of the Fermionic Hubbard Hamiltonian [2, 3] represents an important effort towards studying phenomena underlying high temperature superconductivity and its connection with antiferromagnetism in cuprates and iron pnictides. Ferromagnetic states in ultracold gases have been considered in the experiment [4] . Indeed, to understand the formation and properties of strongly correlated states of Fermions it is essential to study also their dynamics. In condensed matter physics much work has been devoted to the determination of the ground-state properties of the Hubbard Hamiltonian (see e.g. [5] ), while its dynamical behavior has been explored to a much lesser extent. Nevetheless, in the recent past, the versatility of ultracold atomic systems has led, from a numerical and theoretical point of view, to approach the analysis of the dynamics in such systems [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] , leading to a revived interest in the unitary evolution of closed quantum systems [15] . Recently, an interesting experimental investigation of spin dynamics in a system of colliding Fermi gas clouds was reported [16] , closely related to the topic of this article.
In this work, we simulate the collision of spin polarized gases using the time-evolving block decimation (TEBD) algorithm [17] . We are interested in the collisional properties of two clouds with opposite spin polarization (denoted up and down hereafter). Initially, the two polarized gases are trapped by separate harmonic potentials. At t = 0 we turn off the harmonic traps, allowing the clouds to expand and collide with each other, in complete analogy to what has been done in the experiment reported in [16] , except for the presence of the lattice.
Both attractive and repulsive interactions between the species are considered. Counterintuitively, the physics of the collision is independent of the sign of the interaction.
From an intuitive point of view, one might expect that, in presence of attractive interaction, the particles would merge in a gas of pairs, while bouncing off for repulsive interaction. However, the actual quantum unitary dynamics is different. Of particular interest is the pair creation during the collision for both signs of the interaction strength.
In the present article, it is shown that the mechanism for pair creation in the collision is explained by a two-site analysis previously introduced by us [18] . It is also shown that the qualitative dynamics of the collision fundamentally arises from this Hubbard Dimer model. Finally, we L R Fig. 1 . The system. Spin up and down gases in a lattice are confined in two separate harmonic potentials. At time zero the harmonic potentials are removed and the gases expand and collide. Here, L and R mark the two central sites where the expanding gases meet and which we use for the two-site model. discuss the connection between our results and the results in the low-temperature strongly interacting regime of the recent experiment [16] .
In section 2 we describe the system in detail. In sec- 
The system
We consider one-dimensional spin up and spin down gases confined in separate potentials in space. In addition to the harmonic trapping potentials, there is a lattice potential (see Fig. 1 ). The system is described by the Hubbard Hamiltonian with a harmonic potential: 
TEBD numerics
In this work, we use the time-evolving block decimation (TEBD) algorithm [17] to model the collision in one dimension and in a lattice. The only approximations involved in the TEBD numerics are in the Suzuki-Trotter expansion and in the Schmidt truncation of the Hilbert space [17] . TEBD is an essentially exact numerical method in the sense that it does not use mean-field approximations, and the errors due to the approximations above are controllable. For the details of the TEBD numerics, see [17] .
The initial state for the time-evolution is calculated using a ground state algorithm for TEBD [17] . We have used As a result of the TEBD simulations, we obtain the density profiles of up and down particles, n i,↑ (t), n i,↓ (t).
Importantly, also the density of doublons, n i,↑↓ (t) is obtained:
where <> denotes the quantum mechanical expectation 
The Hubbard Dimer two-fluid model
Previously, we have developed a Hubbard Dimer two-fluid model to explain the dynamics of expansion in a 1D Fermi gas in a lattice [18] . There we considered the expansion of an interacting two-component gas which was initially set into a band insulator state, related to the experiment of [19] . As will be shown in this article, the same model explains dynamics of the collision of 1D polarized cases.
Below, we will go through the derivation of the Hubbard Dimer model in the case relevant for this problem (it is basically the same analysis as done in the online supporting material of [18] but is included here, and done in greater detail, for clarity).
We assume that the important dynamics occurs in the We have a 2-particle basis, and the Hubbard Hamiltonian conserves the number of particles. Due to anticommutation relations, a given order for the application of fermionic operators must be chosen:
The Hamiltonian is
Then
and, obviously,
Hence in the 4-dimensional Hilbert space of the N = 2 particles Hubbard Dimer, with the choice of the basis given by Eq. (3) (representation of H int is trivial), H has the following representation
The Hamiltonian can be rewritten in a basis where it assumes a block-diagonal form
analogously, the hopping "perturbation" part of the Hamiltonian assumes the form
This representation corresponds to the following basis vec-
If the lower block of H is diagonalized, one obtains the following expression for the eigenvalues
Defining
the eigenvectors can be written as
Hence the full spectrum of the dimer is given by
Now, in the case of the problem in hand we have initially the state
which we need to express in eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. Expressing |S > as a superposition of |v + > and |v − > gives:
where we have denoted
Now let us determine the number of doublons in the left
Calculating this gives
which determines the time dependence of the doublons in the problem, completing the analysis. Now, we need to return to our initial assumptions.
Equation (22) . However, when the two gases collide, during the collision more unpaired particles enter the system, going to the state | ↑, ↓>. We make the hypothesis that the number of doublons in the central sites n C ↑↓ (t) can be determined by the following short time approximation:
where C denotes the two-site collision center. Equation 
Results and Discussion
The square roots of the up density profiles where L is the lattice size L = 150. We also plot the total number of pairs in the collision center sites n
where the sites L and R are the two dimer sites what we call "the collision center", see Figure 1 . The quantities times just after the collision, the results seen in Figure 13 should be compared to Hubbard Dimer predictions, c.f. The maximum in the pair density is reached after t ≈ Now, unpaired particles will tunnel into the reaction center from the sites which are adjacent to the edge sites.
The density of unpaired particles in these sites is denoted n N un (t) analogously to the short time analysis. However, when longer times are considered, we need to take into account also unpaired particles tunnelling out of the reaction center. They tunnel out from the edge sites, at which the density is n Edge un (t). Finally, in determining the total density of unpaired particles in the reaction center, we must consider that the unpaired particles will convert into doublons via Dimer dynamics. Summing up these contributions, we obtain for the total density of unpaired particles in the reaction center 
and the total number of doublons in the reaction center
It is noted that as we have defined the reaction center consisting of all the sites which have nonzero population of up and down particles, the quantityñ R ↑↓ (t) is equal tõ Equations 27 -29 could be solved self-consistently to obtain the full time evolution predicted by the model, but this is beyond the scope of this article. Let us instead see if one learns something from the equations without solving them. In the high-interaction limit, we note that the cosine oscillations occur at such a high frequency that they average out. Thus, substituting G(t) and D(t) into Equation 29 and evaluating the τ integral:
In the high interaction limit |U | > 3,ñ
is neglibile, as the Hubbard Dimer prefactor
makes the density or doublons produced much less than the number of unpaired particles entering the reaction center from the expanding polarized clouds. Thus, in the high interaction limit we obtain:
Which is our final result. The density waves of expanding gases have the shape of a Gaussian, i.e. n . This is promising since in the TEBD data in Figure 12 one sees oscillations at a period ≈ 3 . The result of the fit is shown in Figure 16 Intriguingly, we see that the fit in 16 is very good.
The fitting parameter a was determined to be a ≈ 4.0 which means that, in the long time limit, Hubbard Dimer dynamics indeed occur in several lattice sites close to the collision center.
Conclusions
We have simulated the collision of two polarized gases in 1D and in a lattice using TEBD numerics. We found that there is −U ↔ U symmetry in the collision and the gases bounce back from each other for interactions |U | > 0.5.
Indeed, in 1D particles cannot pass each other without interacting. We propose that our analysis based on the Hubbard Dimer [18] , which is a two site model, explains The derivation of the Hubbard Dimer dynamics does not importantyly include dimensionality dependence. It is possible that the same dynamics works for higher dimensions, as is suggested by our earlier work [18] matching partly the results of a 2D experiment [19] . Interestingly, the simulations and analysis presented in this article could be mapped to the continuum case in the low density limit, possibly relevant for the experiment [16] . in the quantum unitary evolution regime; in [16] the dynamics of the collision was explained using semi-classical Boltzmann equations, which do not describe the low temperature regime.
However, the Hubbard Dimer dynamics in the continuum limit is a subject of a further study. Nonetheless, one can note the bouncing back -behaviour of the clouds, due to interaction, both in the experiment [16] and our simulations. Moreover, our results could give a quantitative prediction for the spin diffusivity at T = 0. It should also be feasible to prepare Fermi gases in 1D lattice and in such sysytems our predictions could be directly tested.
